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Black Horse Rider Saddles Up

From readily available material, Texe Marrs pieces together what the
‘elites’ have done, are doing, and will accomplish with the destruction
of  self-sufficiency  regarding  food  supply  under  their  coming  New
World Order.

Although  this  book  is  two decades  old,  the  only  thing  which  has
changed  is  that  the  socialist  noose  around  America’s  neck  has
tightened.

"And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast say,
Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on

him had a pair of balances in his hand.”
Revelation 6.5, Authorized Version

***

Introduction (pp. 1-15)

Instant  beheading  will  be  preferred  to  avoid  wasting  precious
resources on troublemakers.

In the 1930s, Communists massacred between five and twenty million
Ukrainians  by driving them from farms into collectives.

In the 19902s the Rwandan Tutsis were massacred by machete.



In  the  1940s,  Congressman  Louis  McFadden  said,  “It  [the
Depression] was not accidental...international bankers sought to bring
about a condition of despair...”

I) The Coming Great Hunger (pp. 17-33)

Spy  satellites  can  monitor  farmer  planting  activities,  and  weather
modification weapons used to cause drought and flood.

The CIA specialises in Methods of  Control (MOC).

A World Food Authority will be created.

II) Famine and Pestilence Are Predetermined (pp. 35-46)

The U.S. government used the defoliant Agent Orange in Vietnam to
deny the enemy food. In the 60s and 70s CIA aircraft sprayed Fidel
Castro’s sugar cane and wheat fields with deadly chemicals.

In the 1930s, the Nazis had to solve runaway inflation for to make the 
people happy.

IV) A Measure of Wheat, A Measure of Barley (pp. 47-59)

The chief executioner during the French Revolution was Robespierre,
who would taunt his victims before death. Eventually though, he too
was guillotined.

V) Big Brother Is Watching Our Food Supplies (pp. 61-81)

According to the Fifth Amendment, government cannot take land or
property without due process and compensation payment, and it must
be for a legitimate  purpose (“Eminent Domain”).

The  United  Nations  Biodiversity  Treaty  is  creating  international
biospheres.



The  Rockefeller’s  now  control  95% of  earth’s  wheat,  barley,  and
corn.

Heirloom seeds kept in families for generations are now disappearing.

The  National  Reconnaissance  Office  (NRO)   can  detect  golf  ball
logos from space satellites.

V)  Demon Seeds - The Seed Conspiracy and the Terminator Gene
(pp. 83-102)

GMO seeds  are  built  with  terminator  genes,  which  kill  their  own
embryos.

Calgene produced the first GMO tomato, the Flavr Savr.

DowElanco is a joint Dow and Eli Lilly1 venture.

The global food market is USD400B.

DuPont bought Merk & Co. for USD2.6B.

The NWO will be a form of bioserfdom.

Once terminator seeds enter the environment,  cross pollination will
occur.

1The infamous vaccine manufacturer.

VI)  Global  Cartel  Controls  and  Manipulates  World  Food Supplies
(pp. 103-118)

Six  international  conglomerates  control  the  entire  U.S.  grain
production, meat packing and distribution networks (including Con-
Agra, Dreyfus, Continental, Bunge, and Andre).

Anyone who buy at least 50,000 bushels of grain has to be licensed.



Calamitous  and  unpredictable  weather  [from  geoengineering]  has
bankrupted many small farmers.

VII)  The New Colonialism - Small Farmers Are Crushed (pp. 119-
132)

This is the age of agribusiness.

Ex  dairy  farmers  may  get  a  job  driving  a  truck  or  work  as  day
labourers, but otherwise their lot is hopeless.

VIII)  “Food Is Power!” - They Shall Control Food, Life, and Death
(pp. 133-153)

Global Techno Feudalism will arise.

‘Perestroika’ means “restructuring or rebuilding”.

Having used the first wave of treasonous associates, revolutionaries
always turn on them, e,g, Hitler destroyed the Brown Shirts, and Mao
sent the Red Guards to the countryside.

“Strong beasts always feed on inferior beats.”

Colonel  House’s  1912  book  led  to  the  creation  of  the  16th
Amendment which set up the IRS, prior to which there was no federal
tax.

IX) The New Civilization (pp. 155-175)

Each person will have an Individual Consumption Profile (ICP).
A farm collective is a grouping of many small holdings  into a single
unit under government supervision.

Stalin saw two options; go back to capitalism or forward to socialism.



In  1943,  Stalin  boasted  to  Churchill  that  he  killed  or  exiled  10m
dissidents to Siberia.

X) Darkness Descending - Panic, Solutions, and the Restructuring of
America (pp. 173-194)

A “moment of critical instability” is needed.

Computerised  ID,  full  gun  registration,  cash  prohibition,  farm
collectives,  a  World  Environmental  and  Food  Authority,  FEMA
camps, an empowered ICC, UNESCO media control, and nationalised
economies are all features of an NWO.

Theodore Roosevelt formed the FBI in 1908 via Executive Order, and
Jimmy Carter created FEMA in 1979 also by an EO.

XI) Food Riots, Chaos and Terror - The Collapse of Civilisation (pp.
195-208)

Israel has over 200 nuclear weapons.

Chronic Wasting Disease attacks elk and deer.

XII) Your Keys to Survival and Prosperity (pp. 209-224)

A minimum 60-90 days’ food storage is  prudent,  distilled water is
best, and country homes are superior.


